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Where in the world are we? Really!
Christians, how do we interface with this post-9/ 11,
A stsunami-stricken,
hurricane-ravaged world?
Images of global terrorism are now a part of our
everyday lives. When we talk about evil, murder, and
destruction, we are looking into the heart of the world God
has called us to serve.
When we help those who are recovering from stormrelated disasters, we must answer their perplexities about
natural evil and God's goodness.
Into all this, add a lot of partisan politics, economic
uncertainty, and an unbridled entertainment industry, and
we have a culture raising huge questions but its fingers in
its ears. Our culture doesn't really seem to \Vant answers.
This is the culture we are called to engage. If rou
hope to be successful in that engagement, you will need
to understand how and why the culture is what it is. And
you have to understand why it's important to engage the
culture and how we are to engage it with the heart and
mind of Jesus Christ.

This is part of the reason why students attend Cedarville
University. Our students are not here just to get a better job, but
to think deeply and broadly about who they are and what they are
becoming.

Meaningless, Meaningless
Most of American culture thinks life is meaningless. This is
nothing new, of course. Shakespeare's Macbeth says, "Life is
but a walking shadow, a poor player that struts and frets
his hour upon the stage and then is heard no more. It is
a talc told by an idiot, full of sound and fury, signifying
nothing." Signifying what? Nothing.
Country music artist Faith Hill's song ''The Secret of
Life" says:
1

The secret of life is a good cup of coffee ... _ _ _ __,.
keep[ing] your eye on the ball ...

a beautiful woman ...
The secret of life is in Sam's martinis ...
Marilyn's eyes ... Monday night football,
Rolling Stones records and Mom's
apple pie ...

The secret of life is there ain't no secret. .. .
The secret of life is nothin' at all.2

You might say that's just a song. But millions of people listen to
and sing this song. It tells the culture how to live, what to believe,
what's important, and what's not important. You must recognize
the impact that cultural phenomena have on those around you. For
example, Britney Spears and Christina Aguilera have more impact
on the thinking, values, and culture of young girls today than a
year of Sunday school will. Tl1ose of us who want to minister and
make a difference in the world must realize this and engage this
fact with the heart and the mind of Jesus Christ.
Jean Paul Sartre, a well-known atheistic existentialist ('1Nho is
now dead and knows better), said, "It is meaningless that we are
born; it is meaningless that we die. " 3 Albert. Einstein didn't agree
and said, "The man who regards his own life and that of his fellow
creatures as meaningless is not merely unhappy but hardly fit for
life. "4
,
I use the preceding to lead us into thinking deeply and broadly
about our culture. Cultural icons are telling us, our friends, and our
neighbors how to live. Most of that advice is not very good.
For example, this question was asked in the 1994 Mi.ss USA
Pageant "If you could live forever, would you and why?" Miss
Alabama responded this way: "I would not live forever because
we should not live forever, because if were supposed to live forever
then we would live forever, but we cannot live forever, which is
why l would not live forever. " 5 She did not win.
Another well-known entertainer said, "Whenever I watch
TV and see those poor starving kids all over the world, Tcan't
help but cry. I mean I'd love to be skinny like that, but not
with all those flies and death and stuff. " 6
The reason J bring those statements up is that these people
really shape American popular thought. Often, we are in
such a Christian bubble that we don't even recognize what's
occurring around us. That leaves us with an almost impossible
task - reaching out in a way to engage the hearts and minds
of these people who desperately need the trnth.

The World of Worldviews
Where are we going as a nation; where are we going as a
church? Remember Lewis Carroll's Cheshire Cat in Alice's
Adventures in Wonderland? Alice, trying to make her way
back through the Looking Glass, asked the Cheshire Cat
rather timidly,

"Would you tell me, please, which way I
ought to go from here?"
"That depends a good deal on where you
want to gel to," said the Cat.
"I don't care much where," said Alice.
..Then it doesn't matter which way you go,"
said the Cat. 7
Where are you going? Where are we going? it's time that we
as Christians begin to think deeply and broadly about life in the
world. That's why we consider the world of worldviews.
Everybody has a worldview. You don't wake up one day and
say, "Oooh, I need to get me a worldview." You've got one. It's
part of being human. Everybody in one way or another is trying
to make sense of the world, trying to understand why we are
here and where we are going. By decision or default you have a
worldview. The person across the counter from you in Wal-Mart
has a worldview. The person who's living in the farthest-flung
gulag of the former Soviet Union has a worldview. We all have a
worldview. The crucial questions are, which worldview do you
have, and is it true?
"Worldview" actually comes from the German word
weltanschauung. It was first used by Immanuel Kant in 1790.
Here are some definitions of worldviews. Charles Kraft defines
worldview as the "conceptions of reality to which the
members of the culture assent (largely unconsciously)
and from which stems their value system. " 8 Nicholas
Wolterstorff from Yale said, "A people's worldview is their
way of thinking about life in the world, coupled foith the
values they set for themselves in the context of that way
of thinking. "9 Richard Wright stated that a worldview is
"a comprehensive framework of beliefs that helps us to
interpret what we see and experience and also gives us
direction in the choices that we make as we live out
our days. "10
Let me boil all that down for you into this: a
worldview is first of all an explanation and interpretation
of the world and then an application of this view
to life. Notice those key three words: explanation,
interpretation, and application.
Being a human means we have a worldview. Once
you realize that we all have worldviews, the obvious

question then
has to be,
"Does my
worldview
match up
with reality?"
Think of your
worldview as
a puzzle. You
dump all of the
pieces onto the
table. What
shows you
how all those
pieces fit together? The picture on top of the box does, of course.
Sometimes life seems fragmented - in pieces, but it does fit
together. The picture on top of the box shows you how the puzzle
fits together and, if you're good at it, you'll begin to recognize how
this piece goes here and this goes there. Now, you can't say, "Oh, I
don't like this picture. I want another one. Oh, I like this one better.
It fits me a whole lot better," and expect to be able to complete the
puzzle. Why? Because the picture doesn't fit the pieces.
Or you could think of your worldview as a map. I was in
Ukraine some time ago. I had this beautiful map. It was in
Russian, but I knew enough pronunciation of Russian to find
my way around. For example, there are basic streets, much
like every town in America has a Main Street, a Maple Street,
and a First Street. I'm following along and soon realized T had
the wrong map. The map I had was for another city. Now, it
was a beautiful map; I loved that map, it went with my outfit
and everything. It was perfect! But, it was the wrong map.
It did not correspond with the reality of the city I was in.
Today's culture tells us, "Find a worldview that fits you
and then live it out." But I don't want a worldview that
fits me; I want one that fits the world. I want one tha.t
corresponds with the truth. We at Cedarville University
want truth so that we can conform our institution to that
which is true.
Everybody has a story, an explanation of the
world - of how it came about, why we are here, and
what happens when we die. It's your explanation of

the world. But your story also serves as
your interpretation of the world. When
something happens in life, both personally
and on a global scale, we interpret it
through the lens of our worldviews.
For example, after September 11
several books were published titled, Where
Was God on 9/11? They were written by
Christian writers trying to make sense of
why a good, loving God would allow this
horrible tragedy to occur.
Later, Richard Dawkins, a well-known
atheist from Oxford, wrote an article
for The New York Times asserting that
religion is not the solution - religion is
the problem. Religion caused the terrorists to do what they did.
Dawkins expressed anger that people still believe in God after
September 11.
And then there was Richard Gere, a practicing Buddhist, who
got up in front of a group of people after September 11 and said
that we should take compassion on the terrorists. Of course he
was booed off the stage. In a radio interview he explained that
we should have compassion on the terrorists because they are
"creating such horrible future lives for themselves because of
the negativity of this karma. " 11 His interpretation was based
on his view of universal, cosmic "oneness."
So, with this one event there were (at least) three
different interpretations. Theists conclude that somehow
God allowed this. Atheists assert that there is no God,
bad things just happen, or religion is the problem. And
the transcendentalists point to some rip in the fabric of the
cosmic universe. The various worldviews interpreted the
event in various ways.
Not only is your worldview your view of the world,
but it's your view for the world. It is active, and that's
where we get the word "application." You may not live
what you profess, but you will live what you believe.
It's inescapable. We are great at professing things,
but the way we live really demonstrates what's at the
root of what we believe. Your worldview is not just a
mindset; it is a will set. Tt's how we live our lives, how

we choose our priorities, and how we adopt
preferences.
Look at it like this. Imagine that a uiangle
represents everybody's life. At the base of the
triangle is your worldview, the way that you
see the world and understand the world. Then
built on that are your values, the preferences
and priorities you have about life in the world.
Everybody has values. I often get asked to
come to a school system and help them set up
a values education curriculum. And I'll say,
"Whose values do want me to teach?"
And they say, "Well, you know, values."
And I'll say, "Adolf Hitler's?"
And they'll say, "No, not his." Well, whose
values then? It's not a question of values - everybody has values
derived from our basic fundamental view of the way the world is
and the way the world works.
Then, of course. built on our values is our behavior. We do what
is important to us. The reason it is important to us is because that is
how we see the world. I believe the biblical concept of sanctification
has to do with having all three - worldviews, values. and
behavior - working together in concert.
The key to remember is that you can determine a person's
worldview just by asking the ultimate questions, which deal
with origin. meaning, morality, and destiny. Your worldview
answers these ultimate questions. These are ultimate for
basic reasons. First, they are inescapable. Every person has to
answer these questions in one way or another. Secondly, the
answers to these questions touch evc1y single molecule of the
universe. Thirdly, they are ultimate because the answers affect
you. And fourthly, they are ultimate because there are answers.
That's why I want a worldview that fits the world. I want
what's true. I want to know why we are here. I want to know
how we know what is right and wrong.
A lot of people try to avoid these questions, and
that's what American entertainment culture does. It tries
to avoid even asking these questions. One of the roles
I love to play when I go out and speak, particularly to
secular audiences, is to bring these questions up. It is so
disturbing for people to have to think about these things.

But considering these questions is what makes us human. And the
reality is that they are interconnected. When you answer one, you
really answer the others as well. When you answer the question
about origin with "God created everything," you've answered
why we're here, how we know what's right and wrong, and what
happens when you die. They are interconnected.
It's fascinating, but when I speak to an agnostic or an atheist,
they'll invariably say something like, "Well, when you die it's a
matter of your faith as to what happens."
I'll then say, "OK, you can believe that. but what really
happens?" And they'll have never thought about that before. For
many, it's just a matter of what you believe that's important.
But the issue is, something really happens when we die. It's not
a matter of what you believe. What you believe is not going to
change what really happens.

Don't Forget Your Mind
All of this boils down to the challenge of why Cedarville University
exists and why students come here for an education. God has
called our students to think; not to just get a job, but to think.
The greatest commandment is to love the Lord our God with all
our heart and soul and ... sometimes we pause there. We love to
love God with our hearts. We love hearing testimonies; we love
listening to praise and worship, but God says, "Don't forget
your mind."
Every time you learn something, it's a holy act. When
I came Lo Christ in high school, I could not wait to learn.
I had this insatiable desire; I wanted to learn. After J
graduated from college, r went to seminary just to learn.
People would ask, "What are you going to do?"
I'd say, "I have no idea, I just want to learn.
I want to know the Scriptures. J want to know the Greek
and Hebrew. l want to know history. I want to know
philosophy. I want to know it all." I really wanted to
learn. It was amazing how God used that, and even now
I have an insatiable desire to learn.
In I Peter 1: 1" 12, the apostle Peter opens up with
the glories and the blessings and the privileges that
we have in being in Christ. There is an inheritance
reserved for us in heaven! Therefore what is the first
commandment he states? ''Prepare your minds for
action" (v. 13). Isn't that interesting? That's the first

thing, the first challenge, the first command. We live in a culture
that teaches you to be passive in the way that you think. Scripture
says to "prepare your minds for action."
In today's culture we need to have constantly active minds.
One of the reasons so many struggle with pornography; one of the
reasons we struggle so much with attitudes that come to us from
music and movies and other forms of entertainment is because we
think passively. We don't attack those things with our thinking.
Romans 12:1-2
proclaims: "Therefore, I urge
you, brothers, in view of
God's mercy, to offer your
bodies as living sacrifices,
holy and pleasinJ; to
God - this is your spiritual
act of worship. Do not
conform any longer to the
pattern of this world, but be
transformed by the renewing
of your mind. Then you will
be able to test and approve
what God's will is - His good,
pleasing, and perfect will."
Many have memorized this
passage, but the key is
that when it gets down to
the idea of transforming,
we are transfonned how? In our minds - "by the renewing
of your mind." Every sin that you've ever committed has
started in your mind first. If we can control our minds, we
can control everything else. True renewal comes in thinking
differently about ourselves, about the Lord, about whatever
we are struggling with. That is how we are transformed.
I Thessalonians 5:21 says to "test everything." In my
house, whenever we would see a movie or listen to a song,
my kids knew we were going to talk about it. They've
grown up that way. After we had seen Signs, Alex, my
then-14-year-old son, said, "Dad, you know, of all of the
movies made by M. Night Shyamalan, this is by far the
most theistic. The first two we saw (The Sixth Sense and
Unbreakable) were more transcendental, but this had
theistic elements that I think were just really interesting."

l thought that was pretty good for a 14-year-old, but what made
my heart glad was that he just didn't sit back and say, "What a
movie." What l struggle with is people saying, "Oh, that's such a
great movie."
"Well," I ask, "Why was it a great movie?"
I get answers like, "Keanu Reeves was in it," or, "It was so
spiritual." Just because it's spiritual doesn't mean it's good either.
Test the spirits to see if they're from God. Shyamalan tends to be very
spiritual, but is the spirit that he has at his foundation one from God?
Oswald Chambers tells the story of a fellow who said he would
only read the Bible and books associated directly with it. Chambers
told him, "My strong advice to you is to soak, soak, soak in
philosophy and psychology, until you know more of these subjects
than ever you need consciously to think. It is ignorance of these
subjects on the part of ministers and workers that has brought our
evangelical theology to such a sorry plight. When people refer to a
man as a 'man of one book,' meaning the Bible, he is generally found
to be a man of multitudinous books, which simply isolates the one
Book to its proper grandeur. The man who reads only the Bible does
nol, as a rule, know it or human life. " 12
One of my favorite authors is Fyodor Dostoyevsky. He wrote, "Get
to know everything so that if you meet a godless man or a man with
evil intentions, you can a.nswer him properly, and his wicked and
pious words will not befall your young mind.''Ll
That's what we want to be about here at Cedarville University:
thinking deeply and broadly about life in the world. It's exciting.
I hope you will join with us in this endeavor.
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Home to 3,100 Christian students, Cedarville is an accredited, Christ-centered,
Baptist university of arts, sciences, professional, and graduate programs located
in southwest Ohio. Cedarville offers the quality majors, world-class facilities,
caring professors, and award-winning technology you would expect from a
university that U.S.News & World Repo1t, Pri11ceton Review, and Peterson's
Competitive Colleges all recognize as one of the top in the Midwest. Each year
major employers, law schools, medical schools, and seminaries visit campus to
recruit our graduates. Daily chapels, discipleship groups, outreach ministries,
and Bible classes challenge you to know God and fully enjoy your relationship
with Him. This is Cedarville University. Inspiring.
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